
Ontology Merging for Federated Ontologieson the Semanti WebGerd Stumme,1 Alexander Maedhe21 Institute for Applied Informatis and Formal Desription Methods (AIFB)University of Karlsruhe, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany;www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/gst2 FZI Researh Center for Information TehnologiesHaid-und-Neu-Strasse 10-14, D{76131 Karlsruhe, Germany; www.fzi.de/wimAbstrat. One of the ore hallenges for the Semanti Web is the aspetof deentralization. Loal strutures an be modeled by ontologies. How-ever, in order to support global ommuniation and knowledge exhange,mehanisms have to be developed for integrating the loal systems. Weadopt the database approah of autonomous federated database systemsand onsider an arhiteture for federated ontologies for the SemantiWeb as starting point of our work.We identify the need for merging spei� ontologies for developing feder-ated, but still autonomous web systems. We present the method FCA{Merge for merging ontologies following a bottom-up approah whiho�ers a strutural desription of the merging proess. The method isguided by appliation-spei� instanes of the given soure ontologiesthat are to be merged. We apply tehniques from natural language pro-essing and formal onept analysis to derive a lattie of onepts as astrutural result of FCA{Merge. The generated result is then exploredand transformed into the merged ontology with human interation.1 IntrodutionThe urrent WWW is a great suess with respet to the amount of stored do-uments and the number of users. One of the main reasons for the suess ofthe urrent WWW is the priniple of deentralization [Be99℄. Currently the Se-manti Web, developed as a \metaweb" for the WWW, is being established bystandards for syntax (e. g. XML) and semantis (RDF(S), DAML+OIL, et.).Ontologies have been established for knowledge sharing and are widely used asa means for oneptually struturing domains of interest. One of the ore hal-lenges for the Semanti Web is the aspet of deentralization.1 Loal struturesan be modeled by ontologies. However, in order to support global ommunia-tion and knowledge exhange, mehanisms have to be developed for integratingthe loal systems.1 f. http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Priniples.html



A number of proposals are available from the database ommunity for de-veloping multi-database systems and, more spei�, federated database systems,that resemble the deentralized strutures required in the Semanti Web. Weadopt the database approah of federated databases and onsider an arhite-ture for federated ontologies on the Semanti Web as motivation and startingpoint of our work.A bottlenek for federated ontologies in the Semanti Web is the proess ofintegrating or merging spei� ontologies. The proess of ontology merging takesas input two (or more) soure ontologies and returns a merged ontology based onthe given soure ontologies. Manual ontology merging using onventional edit-ing tools without support is diÆult, labor intensive and error prone. Therefore,several systems and frameworks for supporting the knowledge engineer in the on-tology merging task have reently been proposed [Ho98,Ch00,NM00,MFRW00℄.The approahes rely on syntati and semanti mathing heuristis whih arederived from the behavior of ontology engineers when onfronted with the task ofmerging ontologies, i. e. human behaviour is simulated. Although some of themloally use di�erent kinds of logis for omparisons, these approahes do not o�era strutural desription of the global merging proess.We propose the new method FCA{Merge for merging ontologies follow-ing a bottom-up approah whih o�ers a global strutural desription of themerging proess. For the soure ontologies, it extrats instanes from a givenset of domain-spei� text douments by applying natural language proessingtehniques. Based on the extrated instanes we apply mathematially foundedtehniques taken from Formal Conept Analysis [Wi82,GW99℄ to derive a lat-tie of onepts as a strutural result of FCA{Merge. The produed resultis explored and transformed to the merged ontology by the ontology engineer.The extration of instanes from text douments irumvents the problem thatin most appliations there are no objets whih are simultaneously instanes ofthe soure ontologies, and whih ould be used as a basis for identifying similaronepts.The remainder of the paper is as follows. We start our paper introduing ageneri arhiteture for federating ontologies for the Semanti Web in Setion 2.There we also identify the need for merging spei� ontologies for developingfederated, autonomous systems. We briey introdue some basi de�nitions on-entrating on a formal de�nition of what an ontology is and reall the basisof Formal Conept Analysis in Setion 3. In Setions 4 to 6, we present ourmethod FCA{Merge for merging ontologies following a bottom-up approahwhih o�ers a global strutural desription of the merging proess. We presentour generi method for ontology merging in Setion 4. Setion 5 provides a de-tailed desription of FCA{Merge. Setion 6 gives an overview over relatedwork, and Setion 7 summarizes the paper and onludes with an outlook onfuture work.



2 An Arhiteture for Federated Ontologies in theSemanti WebFigure 1 depits the 5{layer arhiteture of federated ontologies on the SemantiWeb. It adopts the approah of [SL90℄ for federated databases.
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RepositoryFig. 1. Arhiteture for Federated OntologiesThe arhiteture extends the standardized 3{layer shema arhiteture ANSI/SPARC with two additional layers. The adopted arhiteture mainly onsists of:1. loal ontologies (the oneptual models of the autonomous systems), eah ofthem with its spei� underlying ontology/metadata repository or database,2. normalized ontologies (transformation of the loal ontologies into a ommondata model),3. export ontologies (view on the normalized ontology that desribes the rele-vant parts of the ontology for the federation),



4. one merged ontology (global ontology derived from the ombination of thetwo export shemas), and5. di�erent appliations in the upper layer (external shema layer), whih usethe merged ontology with their spei� views on it.In the following we will not go into further details of the organizational andarhitetural struture. As already mentioned, the following setions and the restof this paper are dediated to the task of generating a merged ontology from thetwo (or more) given export ontologies of the autonomous web systems.3 Ontologies and Formal Conept AnalysisIn this setion, we briey introdue some basi de�nitions. We thereby onen-trate on a formal de�nition of what an ontology is and reall the basis of FormalConept Analysis.3.1 OntologiesThere is no ommon formal de�nition of what an ontology is. However, mostapproahes share a few ore items: onepts, a hierarhial IS-A-relation, andfurther relations. For sake of generality, we do not disuss more spei� featureslike onstraints, funtions, or axioms here. We formalize the ore in the followingway.De�nition: A (ore) ontology is a tuple O := (C; is a;R; �), where C is a setwhose elements are alled onepts, is a is a partial order on C (i. e., a binaryrelation is a � C � C whih is reexive, transitive, and anti-symmetri), Ris a set whose elements are alled relation names (or relations for short), and�:R ! C+ is a funtion whih assigns to eah relation name its arity.As said above, the de�nition onsiders the ore elements of most languages forontology representation only. It is possible to map the de�nition to most typesof ontology representation languages. Our implementation, for instane, is basedon Frame Logi [KLW95℄. Frame Logi has a well-founded semantis, but we donot refer to it in this paper.3.2 Formal Conept AnalysisWe reall the basis of Formal Conept Analysis (FCA) as far as they are neededfor this paper. A more extensive overview is given in [GW99℄. To allow a mathe-matial desription of onepts as being omposed of extensions and intensions,FCA starts with a formal ontext de�ned as a triple K := (G;M; I), where G isa set of objets, M is a set of attributes, and I is a binary relation between Gand M (i. e. I � G�M). (g;m) 2 I is read \objet g has attribute m".De�nition: For A � G, we de�ne A0 := fm 2M j 8g 2 A: (g;m) 2 Ig and, forB �M , we de�ne B0 := fg 2 G j 8m 2 B: (g;m) 2 Ig.
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ProcessingFig. 2. Ontology Merging MethodA formal onept of a formal ontext (G;M; I) is de�ned as a pair (A;B)with A � G, B � M , A0 = B and B0 = A. The sets A and B are alled theextent and the intent of the formal onept (A;B). The subonept{superoneptrelation is formalized by (A1; B1) � (A2; B2) :() A1�A2 (() B1 � B2):The set of all formal onepts of a ontext K together with the partial order � isalways a omplete lattie,2 alled the onept lattie of K and denoted by B(K ).A possible onfusion might arise from the double use of the word `onept'in FCA and in ontologies. This omes from the fat that FCA and ontologiesare two models for the onept of `onept' whih arose independently. In or-der to distinguish both notions, we will always refer to the FCA onepts as`formal onepts'. The onepts in ontologies are referred to just as `onepts'or as `ontology onepts'. There is no diret ounter-part of formal onepts inontologies. Ontology onepts are best ompared to FCA attributes, as both anbe onsidered as unary prediates on the set of objets.4 Bottom-Up Ontology MergingAs said above, we propose a bottom-up approah for ontology merging. Ourmehanism is based on appliation-spei� instanes of the two given ontologiesO1 and O2 that are to be merged. The overall proess of merging two3 ontologiesis depited in Figure 2 and onsists of three steps, namely (i) instane extrationand omputing of two formal ontexts K 1 and K 2 , (ii) the FCA-Merge orealgorithm that derives a ommon ontext and omputes a onept lattie, and(iii) the generation of the �nal merged ontology based on the onept lattie.Our method takes as input data the two ontologies and a set D of naturallanguage douments. The douments have to be relevant to both ontologies, so2 I. e., for eah set of formal onepts, there is always a greatest ommon suboneptand a least ommon superonept.3 The approah an easily be extended for merging n instead of two ontologies simul-taneously.



that the douments are desribed by the onepts ontained in the ontology.The douments may be taken from the target appliation whih requires the�nal merged ontology. From the douments in D, we extrat instanes. Themehanism for instane extration is further desribed in Subsetion 5.1. Thisautomati knowledge aquisition step returns, for eah ontology, a formal ontextindiating whih ontology onepts appear in whih douments.The extration of the instanes from douments is neessary beause thereare usually no instanes whih are already lassi�ed by both ontologies. However,if this situation is given, one an skip the �rst step and use the lassi�ation ofthe instanes diretly as input for the two formal ontexts.The seond step of our ontology merging approah omprises the FCA{Merge ore algorithm. The ore algorithm merges the two ontexts and om-putes a onept lattie from the merged ontext using FCA tehniques. Morepreisely, it omputes a pruned onept lattie whih has the same degree ofdetail as the two soure ontologies. The tehniques applied for generating thepruned onept lattie are desribed in Subsetion 5.2 in more detail.Instane extration and the FCA{Merge ore algorithm are fully automati.The �nal step of deriving the merged ontology from the onept lattie requireshuman interation. Based on the pruned onept lattie and the sets of relationnames R1 and R2, the ontology engineer reates the onepts and relationsof the target ontology. We o�er graphial means of the ontology engineeringenvironment OntoEdit for supporting this proess.For obtaining good results, a few assumptions have to be met by the inputdata: Firstly, the douments have to be relevant to eah of the soure ontologies.A doument from whih no instane is extrated for eah soure ontology anbe negleted for our task. Seondly, the douments have to over all oneptsfrom the soure ontologies. Conepts whih are not overed have to be treatedmanually after our merging proedure (or the set of douments has to be ex-panded). And last but not least, the douments must separate the onepts wellenough. If two onepts whih are onsidered as di�erent always appear in thesame douments, FCA-Merge will map them to the same onept in the tar-get ontology (unless this deision is overruled by the knowledge engineer). Whenthis situation appears too often, the knowledge engineer might want to add moredouments whih further separate the onepts.5 The FCA{Merge MethodIn this setion, we disuss the three steps of FCA{Merge in more detail. Weillustrate FCA{Merge with a small example taken from the tourism domain,where we have built several spei� ontology-based information systems. Ourgeneral experiments are based on tourism ontologies that have been modeled inan ontology engineering seminar. Di�erent ontologies have been modeled for agiven text orpus on the web, whih is provided by a WWW provider for touristinformation.4 The orpus desribes atual objets, like loations, aommoda-4 URL: http://www.all-in-all.om



tions, furnishings of aommodations, administrative information, and ulturalevents. For the senario desribed here, we have seleted two ontologies: The �rstontology ontains 67 onepts and 31 relations, and the seond ontology ontains51 onepts and 22 relations. The underlying text orpus onsists of 233 nat-ural language douments taken from the WWW provider desribed above. Fordemonstration purposes, we restrit ourselves �rst to two very small subsets O1and O2 of the two ontologies desribed above; and to 14 out of the 233 do-uments. These examples will be translated in English. In Subsetion 5.3, weprovide some examples from the merging of the larger ontologies.5.1 Linguisti Analysis and Context GenerationThe aim of this �rst step is to generate, for eah ontology Oi; i2f1; 2g, a formalontext K i := (Gi;Mi; Ii). The set of douments D is taken as objet set (Gi :=D), and the set of onepts is taken as attribute set (Mi := Ci). While these setsome for free, the diÆult step is generating the binary relation Ii. The relation(g;m) 2 Ii shall hold whenever doument g ontains an instane of m.The omputation uses linguisti tehniques as desribed in the sequel. Weoneive an information extration-based approah for ontology-based extra-tion, whih has been implemented on top of SMES (Saarbr�uken Message Ex-tration System), a shallow text proessor for German (f. [NBB+97℄). Thearhiteture of SMES omprises a tokenizer based on regular expressions, a lex-ial analysis omponent inluding a word and a domain lexion, and a hunkparser. The tokenizer sans the text in order to identify boundaries of wordsand omplex expressions like \$20.00" or \Meklenburg{Vorpommern",5 and toexpand abbreviations.The lexion ontains more than 120,000 stem entries and more than 12,000subategorization frames desribing information used for lexial analysis andhunk parsing. Furthermore, the domain-spei� part of the lexion ontainslexial entries that express natural language representations of onepts andrelations. Lexial entries may refer to several onepts or relations, and oneonept or relation may be referred to by several lexial entries.Lexial analysis uses the lexion to perform (1) morphologial analysis, i. e.the identi�ation of the anonial ommon stem of a set of related word formsand the analysis of ompounds, (2) reognition of named entities, (3) part-of-speeh tagging, and (4) retrieval of domain-spei� information. While steps (1),(2), and (3) an be viewed as standard for information extration approahes,step (4) is of spei� interest for our instane extration mehanism. This stepassoiates single words or omplex expressions with a onept from the ontologyif a orresponding entry in the domain-spei� part of the lexion exists. Forinstane, the expression \Hotel Shwarzer Adler" is assoiated with the oneptHotel. If the onept Hotel is in ontology O1 and doument g ontains theexpression \Hotel Shwarzer Adler", then the relation (g,Hotel)2I1 holds.5 a region in the north east of Germany



I1 Vaation Hotel Event Conert Rootdo1 � � � � �do2 � � � � �do3 � � � �do4 � � � � �do5 � � �do6 � � � �do7 � �do8 � � � � �do9 � � � �do10 � � � �do11 � � � � �do12 � �do13 � � � �do14 � � � �

I2 Hotel Aommodation Musial Rootdo1 � � � �do2 � � � �do3 � � �do4 � � � �do5 � �do6 � � � �do7 � � �do8 � � � �do9 � � �do10 � � �do11 � � � �do12 � � �do13 � � � �do14 � � �Fig. 3. The ontexts K1 and K2 as result of the �rst stepFinally, the transitivity of the is a-relation is ompiled into the formal on-text, i. e. (g;m)2I andmis an implies (g; n)2I . This means that if (g,Hotel)2I1holds and Hotel is a Aommodation, then the doument also desribes an in-stane of the onept Aommodation: (g,Aommodation)2I1.Figure 3 depits the ontexts K 1 and K 2 that have been generated fromthe douments for the small example ontologies. E. g., doument do5 ontainsinstanes of the onepts Event, Conert, and Root of ontologyO1, and Musialand Root of ontology O2. All other douments ontain some information onhotels, as they ontain instanes of the onept Hotel both in O1 and in O2.5.2 Generating the Pruned Conept LattieThe seond step takes as input the two formal ontexts K 1 and K 2 whih weregenerated in the last step, and returns a pruned onept lattie (see below), whihwill be used as input in the next step.First we merge the two formal ontexts into a new formal ontext K , fromwhih we will derive the pruned onept lattie. Before merging the two for-mal ontexts, we have to disambiguate the attribute sets, sine C1 and C2 mayontain the same onepts: Let fMi := f(m; i) j m 2 Mig, for i2f1; 2g. The in-dexation of the onepts allows the possibility that the same onept exists inboth ontologies, but is treated di�erently. For instane, a Campground may be
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Fig. 4. The pruned onept lattieonsidered as an Aommodation in the �rst ontology, but not in the seond one.Then the merged formal ontext is obtained by K := (G;M; I) with G := D,M := fM1 [ fM2, and (g; (m; i)) 2 I :, (g;m) 2 Ii .We will not ompute the whole onept lattie of K , as it would providetoo many too spei� onepts. We restrit the omputation to those formalonepts whih are above at least one formal onept generated by an (ontology)onept of the soure ontologies. This assures that we remain within the rangeof spei�ity of the soure ontologies. More preisely, the pruned onept lattieis given by Bp(K ) := f(A;B)2B(K ) j 9m2M : (fmg0; fmg00) � (A;B)g (with �0as de�ned in Setion 3.2).For our example, the pruned onept lattie is shown in Figure 4. It onsistsof six formal onepts. Two formal onepts of the total onept lattie arepruned sine they are too spei� ompared to the two soure ontologies. Inthe diagram, eah formal onept is represented by a node. The empty nodesare the pruned onepts and are usually hidden from the user. A onept is asubonept of another one if and only if it an be reahed by a desending path.The intent of a formal onept onsists of all attributes (i. e., in our appliation,the ontology onepts) whih are attahed to the formal onept or to one of itssuperonepts. As we are not interested in the doument names, the extents ofthe ontexts are not visualized in this diagram.The omputation of the pruned onept lattie is done with the algorithmTitani [STB+00℄. It is modi�ed to allow the pruning. The modi�ed algorithmis desribed below.Compared to other algorithms for omputing onept latties, Titani has| for our purpose | the advantage that it omputes the formal onepts via



their key sets (or minimal generators). A key set is a minimal desription of aformal onept:De�nition 1. K �M is a key set for the formal onept (A;B) if and only if(K 0;K 00) = (A;B) and (X 0; X 00) 6= (A;B) for all X � K with X 6= K.6In our appliation, key sets serve two purposes. Firstly, they indiate if thegenerated formal onept gives rise to a new onept in the target ontology ornot. A onept is new if and only if it has no key sets of ardinality one. Seondly,the key sets of ardinality two or more an be used as generi names for newonepts and they indiate the arity of new relations.The Titani Algorithm. We reall the algorithm Titani and disuss how itis modi�ed to ompute the pruned onept lattie. In the following, we will usethe omposed funtion �00:P(M)! P(M) whih is a losure operator onM (i. e.,it is extensive, monotonous, and idempotent). The related losure system (i. e.,the set of all B �M with B00 = B) is exatly the set of the intents of all oneptsof the ontext. The struture of the onept lattie is already determined by thislosure system. Hene we restrit ourselves to the omputation of all oneptintents in the sequel. The omputation makes extensive use of the followingsupport funtion:De�nition 2. The support of X �M is de�ned by s(X) := jX0jjGj :We follow a pruning strategy given in [AS94℄. Originally this strategy waspresented as a heuristi for determining all frequent sets only (i. e., all sets withsupports above a user-de�ned threshold). The algorithm traverses the powersetof M in a level-wise manner. At the kth iteration, all subsets of M with ar-dinality k (alled k-sets) are onsidered, unless we know in advane that theyannot be key sets.The pseudo-ode of the modi�ed Titani algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.A list of notations is provided in Table 1.Table 1. Notations used in Titanik is the ounter whih indiates the urrent iteration. In the kth iteration, allkey k-sets are determined.Kk ontains after the kth iteration all key k-sets K together with their weight K:sand their losure K:losure.C stores the andidate k-sets C together with a ounter C:p s whih stores theminimum of the weights of all (k � 1)-subsets of C. The ounter is used instep 8 to prune all non-key sets.6 In other words: K generates the formal onept (A;B).



Algorithm 1 Titani1) ;:s 1;2) K0  f;g;3) k  1;4) forall m 2M do fmg:p s 1;5) C  ffmg j m 2Mg;6) loop begin7) Count(C);8) Kk  fX 2 C j X:s 6= X:p s and (k = 1 or 9m 2M :X � m:losure)g;9) forall X 2 Kk do X:losure Closure(X);10) if Kk = ; then exit loop ;11) k ++;12) C  Titani-Gen(Kk�1);13) end loop ;14) return Sk�1i=0 fX:losure j X 2 Kig.The algorithm starts with stating that the empty set is always a key set, and thatits support is always equal to 1 (steps 1+2). Then all 1-sets are andidate sets byde�nition (steps 4+5). In later iterations, the andidate k-sets are determinedby the funtion Titani-Gen (step 12/Algorithm 2) whih is (exept step 5)equivalent to the generating funtion of Apriori. (The result of step 5 will beused in step 8 of Algorithm 1 for pruning the non-key sets.)One the andidate k-sets are determined, the funtion Count(X ) is alledto ompute, for eah X 2 X , the support of X . It is stored in the variable X:s(step 7).In step 8 of Algorithm 1, the seond ondition prunes all andidate k-setswhih are out of the range of the two soure ontologies. I. e., it implements theondition of the de�nition of the pruned onept lattie Bp(K ). This additionalondition makes the di�erene to the algorithm presented in [STB+00℄. The �rstondition in step 8 prunes all andidate k-sets whih are not key sets aordingto Proposition 1.Proposition 1 ([STB+00℄). X �M is a key set if and only ifs(X) 6= minm2X(s(X n fmg)).For the remaining sets (whih are now known to be key sets) their losures areomputed (step 9). The Closure funtion (Algorithm 3) is a straight-forwardimplementation of Proposition 2 (beside an additional optimization (step 2)).Proposition 2 ([STB+00℄).1. Let X �M . Then h(X) = X [ fm 2M nX j s(X) = s(X [ fmg)g :2. If X is not a key set, then s(X) = minfs(K) j K 2 K;K � Xg where K isthe set of all key sets.Algorithm 1 terminates, if there are no key k-sets left (step 10+14). Otherwisethe next iteration begins (steps 11+12).



Algorithm 2 Titani-GenWe assume that there is a total order > on M .Input: Kk�1, the set of key (k � 1)-sets K with their support K:s.Output: C, the set of andidate k-sets Cwith the values C:p s := minfs(C n fmg j m 2 Cg.The variables p s assigned to the sets fp1; : : : ; pkg whih are generated in step 1 areinitialized by fp1; : : : ; pkg:p s 1.1) C  ffp1; : : : ; pkg j i < j ) pi < pj ; fp1; : : : ; pk�2; pk�1g; fp1; : : : ; pk�2; pkg 2 Kk�1g;2) forall X 2 C do begin3) forall (k � 1)-subsets S of X do begin4) if S =2 Kk�1 then begin C  C n fXg; exit forall ; end;5) X:p s min(X:p s; S:s);6) end;7) end;8) return C.Algorithm 3 Closure(X) for X 2 Kk�11) Y  X;2) forall m 2 X do Y  Y [ (X n fmg):losure;3) forall m 2M n Y do begin4) if X [ fmg 2 C then s (X [ fmg):s5) else s minfK:s j K 2 K; K � X [ fmgg;6) if s = X:s then Y  Y [ fmg7) end;8) return Y .5.3 Generating the new Ontology from the Conept LattieWhile the previous steps (instane extration, ontext derivation, ontext merg-ing, and Titani) are fully automati, the derivation of the merged ontologyfrom the onept lattie requires human interation, sine it heavily relies onbakground knowledge of the domain expert.The result from the last step is a pruned onept lattie. From it we have toderive the target ontology. Eah of the formal onepts of the pruned oneptlattie is a andidate for a onept, a relation, or a new subsumption in thetarget ontology. There is a number of queries whih may be used to fous on themost relevant parts of the pruned onept lattie. We disuss these queries afterthe desription of the general strategy | whih follows now. Of ourse, most ofthe tehnial details are hidden from the user.As the douments are not needed for the generation of the target ontology,we restrit our attention to the intents of the formal onepts, whih are setsof (ontology) onepts of the soure ontologies. For eah formal onept of the



pruned onept lattie, we analyze the related key sets. For eah formal onept,the following ases an be distinguished:1. It has exatly one key set of ardinality 1.2. It has two or more key sets of ardinality 1.3. It has no key sets of ardinality 0 or 1.4. It has the empty set as key set.7The generation of the target ontology starts with all onepts being in one of thetwo �rst situations. The �rst ase is the easiest: The formal onept is generatedby exatly one ontology onept from one of the soure ontologies. It an beinluded in the target ontology without interation of the knowledge engineer.In our example, these are the two formal onepts labeled by Vaation 1 andby Event 1.In the seond ase, two or more onepts of the soure ontologies generate thesame formal onept. This indiates that the onepts should be merged into oneonept in the target ontology. The user is asked whih of the names to retain. Inthe example, this is the ase for two formal onepts: The key sets fConert 1gand fMusial 2g generate the same formal onept, and are thus suggested tobe merged; and the key sets fHotel 1g, fHotel 2g, and fAommodation 2g alsogenerate the same formal onept.8 The latter ase is interesting, sine it inludestwo onepts of the same ontology. This means that the set of douments doesnot provide enough details to separate these two onepts. Either the knowledgeengineer deides to merge the onepts (for instane beause he observes thatthe distintion is of no importane in the target appliation), or he adds themas separate onepts to the target ontology. If there are too many suggestionsto merge onepts whih should be distinguished, this is an indiation that theset of douments was not large enough.9 In suh a ase, the user might want tore-launh FCA{Merge with a larger set of douments.When all formal onepts in the �rst two ases are dealt with, then all on-epts from the soure ontologies are inluded in the target ontology. Now, allrelations from the two soure ontologies are opied into the target ontology.Possible onits and dupliates have to be resolved by the ontology engineer.In the next step, we deal with all formal onepts overed by the third ase.They are all generated by at least two onepts from the soure ontologies, andare andidates for new ontology onepts or relations in the target ontology.The deision whether to add a onept or a relation to the target ontology (orto disard the suggestion) is a modeling deision, and is left to the user. Thekey sets provide suggestions either for the name of the new onept, or for theonepts whih should be linked with the new relation. Only those key sets with7 This implies (by the de�nition of key sets) that the formal onept does not haveanother key set.8 fRoot 1g and fRoot 2g are no key sets, as eah of them has a subset (namely theempty set) generating the same formal onept.9 The same holds for suggested subsumptions. This is for instane the ase for theonept Vaation 1, whih is always mentioned in the douments whenever Hotel 1is mentioned, and whih is thus suggested to beome a subonept of the latter.



minimal ardinality are onsidered, as they provide the shortest names for newonepts and minimal arities for new relations, resp.For instane, the formal onept in the middle of Figure 4 has fHotel 2,Event 1g, fHotel 1, Event 1g, and fAommodation 2, Event 1g as key sets.The user an now deide if to reate a new onept with the default nameHotelEvent (whih is unlikely in this situation), or to reate a new relationwith arity (Hotel, Event), e. g., the relation organizesEvent.Key sets of ardinality 2 serve yet another purpose: fm1;m2g being a keyset implies that neither m1is am2 nor m2is am1 urrently hold. Thus whenthe user does not use a key set of ardinality 2 for generating a new onept orrelation, she should hek if it is reasonable to add one of the two subsumptionsto the target ontology. This ase does not show up in our small example. Anexample from the large ontologies is given at the end of the setion.There is exatly one formal onept in the fourth ase (as the empty set isalways a key set). This formal onept gives rise to a new largest onept in thetarget ontology, the Root onept. It is up to the knowledge engineer to aeptor to rejet this onept. Many ontology tools require the existene of suh alargest onept. In our example, this is the formal onept labeled by Root 1and Root 2.Finally, the is a order on the onepts of the target ontology an be derivedautomatially from the pruned onept lattie: If the onepts 1 and 2 arederived from the formal onepts (A1; B1) and (A2; B2), resp., then 1is a 2 ifand only if B1 � B2 (or if expliitly modeled by the user based on a key set ofardinality 2).Querying the pruned onept lattie. In order to support the knowledgeengineer in the di�erent steps, there is a number of queries for fousing hisattention to the signi�ant parts of the pruned onept lattie.Two queries support the handling of the seond ase (in whih di�erentontology onepts generate the same formal onept). The �rst is a list of allpairs (m1;m2) 2 C1 � C2 with fm1g0 = fm2g0. It indiates whih onepts fromthe di�erent soure ontologies should be merged.In our small example, this list ontains for instane the pair (Conert 1,Musial 2). In the larger appliation (whih is based on the German language),pairs like (Zoo 1, Tierpark 2) and (Zoo 1, Tiergarten 2) are listed. We deidedto merge Zoo [engl.: zoo℄ and Tierpark [zoo℄, but not Zoo and Tiergarten[zoologial garden℄.The seond query returns, for ontology Oi with i 2 f1; 2g, the list of pairs(mi; ni) 2 Ci � Ci with fmig0 = fnig0. It helps heking whih onepts out of asingle ontology might be subjet to merge. The user might either onlude thatsome of these onept pairs an be merged beause their di�erentiation is notneessary in the target appliation; or he might deide that the set of doumentsmust be extended beause it does not di�erentiate the onepts enough.In the small example, the list forO1 ontains only the pair (Hotel 1, Aommo-dation 1). In the larger appliation, we had additionally pairs like (R�aumlihes,Gebiet) and (Auto, Fortbewegungsmittel). For the target appliation, we



merged R�aumlihes [spatial thing℄ and Gebiet [region℄, but not Auto [ar℄ andFortbewegungsmittel [means of travel℄.The number of suggestions provided for the third situation an be quite high.There are three queries whih present only the most signi�ant formal oneptsout of the pruned onepts. These queries an also be ombined.Firstly, one an �x an upper bound for the ardinality of the key sets. Thelower the bound is, the fewer new onepts are presented. A typial value is2, whih allows to retain all onepts from the two soure ontologies (as theyare generated by key sets of ardinality 1), and to disover new binary relationsbetween onepts from the di�erent soure ontologies, but no relations of higherarity. If one is interested in having exatly the old onepts and relations inthe target ontology, and no suggestions for new onepts and relations, then theupper bound for the key set size is set to 1.Seondly, one an �x a minimum support. This prunes all formal oneptswhere the ardinality of the extent is too low (ompared to the overall numberof douments). In Algorithm 1, this is ahieved by adding the ondition \[. . . ℄and X:s � minsupp" to step 8. The default is no pruning, i. e., with a minimumsupport of 0%. It is also possible to �x di�erent minimum supports for di�erentardinalities of the key sets. The typial ase is to set the minimum supportto 0% for key sets of ardinality 1, and to a higher perentage for key sets ofhigher ardinality. This way we retain all onepts from the soure ontologies,and generate new onepts and relations only if they have a ertain (statistial)signi�ane.Thirdly, one an onsider only those key sets of ardinality 2 in whih thetwo onepts ome from one ontology eah. This way, only those formal oneptsare presented whih give rise to onepts or relations linking the two soureontologies. This restrition is useful whenever the quality of eah soure ontologyper se is known to be high, i. e., when there is no need to extend eah of thesoure ontologies alone.In the small example, there are no key sets with ardinality 3 or higher.The three key sets with ardinality 2 (as given above) all have a support of1114 � 78:6%. In the larger appliation, we �xed 2 as upper bound for theardinality of the key sets. We obtained key sets like (Telefon 1 [telephone℄,�Offentlihe Einrihtung 2 [publi institution℄) (support = 24.5%), (Unter-kunft 1 [aommodation℄, Fortbewegungsmittel 2 [means of travel℄) (1.7%),(Shlo� 1 [astle℄, Bauwerk 2 [building℄) (2.1%), and (Zimmer 1 [room℄, Biblio-thek 2 [library℄) (2.1%). The �rst gave rise to a new onept Telefonzelle[publi phone℄, the seond to a new binary relation hatVerkehrsanbindung[hasPubliTransportConnetion℄, the third to a new subsumption Shlo� is aBauwerk, and the fourth was disarded as meaningless.6 Related WorkA �rst approah for supporting the merging of ontologies is desribed in [Ho98℄.There, several heuristis are desribed for identifying orresponding onepts in



di�erent ontologies, e. g. omparing the names and the natural language de�ni-tions of two onepts, and heking the loseness of two onepts in the onepthierarhy.The OntoMorph system [Ch00℄ o�ers two kinds of mehanisms for translatingand merging ontologies: syntati rewriting supports the translation between twodi�erent knowledge representation languages, semanti rewriting o�ers means forinferene-based transformations. It expliitly allows to violate the preservationof semantis in trade-o� for a more exible transformation mehanism.In [MFRW00℄ the Chimaera system is desribed. It provides support formerging of ontologial terms from di�erent soures, for heking the overageand orretness of ontologies and for maintaining ontologies over time. Chimaerao�ers a broad olletion of funtions, but the underlying assumptions aboutstrutural properties of the ontologies at hand are not made expliit.Prompt [NM00℄ is an algorithm for ontology merging and alignment embed-ded in Protg 2000. It starts with the identi�ation of mathing lass names.Based on this initial step an iterative approah is arried out for performing au-tomati updates, �nding resulting onits, and making suggestions to removethese onits.The tools desribed above o�er extensive merging funtionalities, most ofthem based on syntati and semanti mathing heuristis, whih are derivedfrom the behaviour of ontology engineers when onfronted with the task of merg-ing ontologies. OntoMorph and Chimarea use a desription logis based approahthat inuenes the merging proess loally, e. g. heking subsumption relation-ships between terms. None of these approahes o�ers a strutural desription ofthe global merging proess. FCA{Merge an be regarded as omplementaryto existing work, o�ering a strutural desription of the overall merging proesswith an underlying mathematial framework.There is also muh related work in the database ommunity, espeially in thearea of federated database systems. The work losest to our approah is desribedin [SS98℄ and [Co97℄. They apply Formal Conept Analysis to a related problem,namely database shema integration. As in our approah, a knowledge engineerhas to interpret the results in order to make modeling deisions. Our tehniquedi�ers in two points: There is no need of knowledge aquisition from a domainexpert in the preproessing phase; and it additionally suggests new onepts andrelations for the target ontology.7 Conlusion and Future WorkWe have motivated our work with the issue of deentralization, one of the mainhallenges for the Semanti Web. We have adopted the database point of viewand onsider an arhiteture for federating ontologies in the Semanti Web asmotivation of our work. We disussed espeially the proess of integrating ormerging spei� ontologies whih is a bottlenek for federated ontologies in theSemanti Web.



In this paper we have presented FCA{Merge, a bottom-up tehnique formerging ontologies based on a set of douments. We have desribed the threesteps of the tehnique: the linguisti analysis of the texts whih returns twoformal ontexts; the merging of the two ontexts and the omputation of thepruned onept lattie; and the semi-automati ontology reation phase whihsupports the user in modeling the target ontology. The paper desribed theunderlying assumptions and disussed the methodology.Future work inludes the loser integration of the FCA{Merge method inthe ontology engineering environment OntoEdit. In partiular, we will o�erviews on the pruned onept lattie based on the queries desribed in Subse-tion 5.3. It is also planned to further re�ne our information-extration basedmehanism for extrating instanes. This re�nement goes hand in hand withfurther improvements onerning the onnetion between ontologies and naturallanguage (f. [MSS+01℄).The evaluation of ontology merging is an open issue [NM00℄. We plan touse FCA{Merge to generate independently a set of merged ontologies (basedon two given soure ontologies). Comparing these merged ontologies using thestandard information retrieval measures as proposed in [NM00℄ will allow us toevaluate the performane of FCA{Merge.On the theoretial side, an interesting open question is the extension of theformalism to features of spei� ontology languages, like for instane funtions oraxioms. The question is (i) how they an be exploited for the merging proess,and (ii) how new funtions and axioms desribing the interplay between thesoure ontologies an be generated for the target ontology.Future work also inludes the implementation of the framework of federatedontologies as introdued in Setion 2. We refer the interested reader to the re-ently started EU-IST funded projet OntoLogging10, where the developmentand management of federated web systems onsisting of multiple ontologies andassoiated knowledge bases will be studied and implemented.AknowledgementsThis researh was partially supported by DFG and BMBF.Referenes[AS94℄ R. Agrawal and R. Srikant. Fast algorithms for mining assoiation rules. Pro.VLDB Conf., 1994, 478{499 (Expanded version in IBM Report RJ9839)[Ch00℄ H. Chalupsky: OntoMorph: A translation system for symboli knowledge.Pro. 7th Intl. Conf. on Priniples of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning(KR'2000), Brekenridge, Colorado, USA, April 2000, 471{482[Co97℄ S. Conrad: F�oderierte Datenbanksysteme: Konzepte der Datenintegration.Informatik-Lehrbuh, Springer, Berlin{Heidelberg 199710 http://www.ontologging.om
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